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The rest of this paper organized as follows. Section II
presents the reversible logic concept Section III presents a
review of earlier work Section IV is about ALU and how
DFT, is used, In Section V the DFT techniques are proposed.
Finally, Section VI gives simulation results and conclusion.

Abstract
Testing is an essential step that ensures the designed circuit
realizes desired functionality. Testing an integrated circuit is
the time-consuming task nowadays. Different methods are
needed to get shorter test time. This paper presents an original
approach and a practical system for implementation and
testing of reversible logic. These testing methods, based on
DFT (Design for testability) techniques. Reversible ALU is a
testing circuit in this process. This ALU is tested by using two
techniques of DFT which improves the controllability and
observability of internal nodes, so that embedded functions
can be tested. A node is said to be testable if it is easily
controlled and observed. The techniques are 1) Ad hoc
method and 2) Simple BIST (Built-in self-test) method, BIST
belongs to the structured technique of DFT. This design is
with Verilog HDL and simulated using ISIM simulator and
implemented on Spartan3E (XC3S500E-FG320-5) FPGA.
This proposed designed architecture provides delay of
41.054ns for Simple BIST and 40.774ns for Ad-hoc test
methods, with an area coverage of 7% and 5% on Spartan 3E
implemented by using Xilinx ISE Design Suite.
Keywords: DFT (design for testability), Simple BIST (BuiltIn-Self Test), Reversible Logic

INTRODUCTION
Fault finding and correction of the faults are the two vital
stages of testing the circuits. In the first stage, the fault is
identified and in the second stage the fault is corrected. In a
chip, several faults occur during manufacturing like bridging
faults, missing gate faults etc. Each stage of correction the
circuit has its own technique and complexity. Technically
VLSI circuits are needed to be tested so that the tested product
obtains designed functionality. s having more advantages with
reversible logic in digital circuits, they need to be tested
before release. Such testing has different techniques with
advantages.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the design

REVERSIBLE LOGICS
[1]The concept of reversible logic gates is used for reducing
power consumption and loss of data. Reversible computing is
the application principle of recycling to the computing. It is
because input can be reconstructed from the output. This logic
uses the reversible gates which have the same number of
inputs and outputs it is shown in the Figure.2. Some of the
cost metrics like garbage outputs, number of gates, Quantum
cost, constant outputs are used to estimate the performance of
reversible circuits. A Reversible circuit design can be
modelled as a Sequence of discrete time slices and depth is a
summation of total time slices.

The above Figure.1 shows the flow diagram of the design the
circuit is designed and circuit is optimized and the optimized
circuit is sent to verification. If the verification fails it is sent
to debugging mode. In this debugging mode, the source of the
error is identified if the error is found then it is sent to
synthesis and circuit optimization mode for error correction
and if the verification holds then the circuit holds the logic
verification and the circuit is said to be ok.
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Figure 5. Double Feynman Gate
Figure 2. A n × n Reversible Gate

TOFFOLI GATE(TG):
Toffoli Gate is a 3×3 reversible gate. The outputs expressed as
shown in the below Figure.6.

In Digital Electronics, the binary decoder is a combinational
logic circuit that converts the binary integer value to the
associated output pattern. Various techniques are given to the
design of combinational and sequential circuits in the
undergoing research. The design of different combinational
circuits like a binary comparator, Full adder, Full subtractor,
Multiplexer and ALU circuits using reversible decoder is
proposed with optimum Quantum cost. The reversible logic
gates are

Figure 6. Toffoli Gate

NOT GATE:

FREDKIN GATE (FDG):

A NOT gate is the single Reversible Logic gate. It is 1×1
Reversible Logic Gate. The Not gate gives merely the
complementary of the input-output as shown in the Figure.3.

Fredkin Gate is a 3×3 reversible gate. The outputs expressed
as shown in the below Figure.7

Figure 3. NOT Gate
Figure 7. Fredkin Gate
FEYNMAN GATE (FG):
PERES GATE (PG):

Feynman gate is a 2×2 reversible gate as shown in below
Figure 4. The Feynman gate is used to replicate the required
outputs.

Peres Gate is a 3×3 reversible gate. The outputs expressed as
shown in the below Figure.8.

Figure 8. Peres Gate

Figure 4. Feynman Gate
TR GATE:

DOUBLE FEYNMAN GATE (DFG):

TR Gate is a 3×3 reversible gate. The outputs expressed as
shown in the below Figure.9

Double Feynman Gate is a 3×3 reversible gate. The outputs
are expressed as shown in the below Figure.5 This gate can be
used for replicate outputs.
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into two categories, i.e., ad hoc techniques and structured
(systematic) techniques.
DFT methods for digital circuits:
1) Ad-hoc methods
2) Structured methods: Built-in self-test

Ad-hoc techniques:

Figure 9. TR Gate

Circuits that are large should be subdivided into smaller
circuits to lessen the test cost. One of the vital steps in
designing a chip for testing is appropriately partitioning the
chip. The circuit must be divided into modules at every level
of the design. The divided sub circuit should be functional
according to the operational boundaries. Partitioning is done
using multiplexers and/or scan chain.

ALU AND DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY
Arithmetic and logic unit (ALU):
An ALU is the fundamental building block of the central
processing unit (CPU). An ALU performs basic arithmetic
and logic operations. Examples of arithmetic operations are
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Examples
of logic operations are comparisons of values such as NOT,
AND, and OR.

The goal was to target modules of circuits that are difficult to
test to add circuitry (test point) to improve Controllability
Observability.[22] Basic Idea of Ad-hoc techniques is Add
MUXs to provide access to/from internal circuitry
Controllability & Observability, add gates to provide control
to internal circuitry Controllability only. Add these “test
points” only where needed in circuit Low area overhead
penalty. Little (if any) performance impact Critical paths can
often be avoided Target difficult to test sub circuits Potential
for significant increase in fault coverage. Creative testability
solutions on a case-by-case basis but, we must figure out what
& where those are. Some Benefits Provide test points for
controllability & observability and easier initialization for
logic simulation and design verification. Partitioning the logic
into more comfortable test pieces provide access to embedded
blocks; Core tests can be re-used Bypass clock generation
circuits (oscillators, one-shots, etc.). Avoid or bypass
asynchronous logic Break feedback loops (when they are the
problem) break up large counters into smaller ones. Disable
intentional redundant logic for testing.

Figure 10. A simple 8 bit ALU

In the Above Figure.10, the function code is referred as the
selection of ALU operations which can be either logical or
arithmetic operation

Design for testability (DFT):
BUILT-IN SELF-TEST (BIST)

Design-for-testability
improves
controllability
and
observability of the circuit. Hence the function embedded can
be tested. The two fundamental properties determine the
testability of a node are:

A built-in self-test (BIST) is a technique that enables a chip to
self-test. BIST is a design-for-testability technique that places
the testing functions physically with the circuit under test
(CUT). The basic BIST architecture requires the addition of
three hardware blocks to a digital circuit: a test pattern
generator, a response analyzer, and a check controller. The
test pattern generator (Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)
is implemented in this design) generates the test patterns for
the CUT shown in the Figure.11.

• Controllability: The complexity of setting internal circuit
nodes to 0 or 1 by assigning values to primary inputs (PIs)
• Observability: The difficulty of observing the state of a
logic signal to a primary output (PO).
A node is said to be testable if it is easily controlled and
observed. Design for testability (DFT) refers to those design
methods that make the task of subsequent testing easier.

DFT TECHNIQUES
There also is no single DFT technique, which is effective for
all kinds of circuits. DFT techniques can largely be divided
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Figure 11. Block diagram of BIST

total fault coverage and less fault latency. Hence, the test
generation (TG) and response monitor (RM) are generally
designed to guarantee coverage of specific fault models,
minimum hardware overhead, and reasonable set size. These
goals are met by different techniques in different parts of the
system.

[21]The main purpose of BIST is to reduce the complexity,
and thereby decrease the cost and reduce reliance upon
external (pattern-programmed) test equipment. BIST reduces
cost in two ways:


Reduces test-cycle duration

SIMULATION RESULTS



Reduces the complexity of the test/probe setup, by
reducing the number of I/O signals that must be driven/
examined under tester control.

32bit ALU with Reversible Logic
In this Testing of Reversible Logic, we use 32-Bit ALU as
circuit under Test(CUT). [1]The reversible 32-Bit ALU is
designed An ALU is the edifice integrant of microprocessors
and microcontrollers. ALU performs operations as per the
designed circuit architecture. The 32-Bit reversible ALU is
shown in the Figure.12 and its simulation in the Figure.13.
Initially, the reversible logic gates are designed like Feynman,
Toffoli, Fredkin, Double Feynman, Peres, TG, etc. Using
these gates, we designed reversible decoder combinational
circuits like a full adder, full subtractor, multiplexer, etc.
These designed circuits used in developing of reversible ALU.

[20]BIST can be used for non-concurrent, on-line testing of
the logic and memory parts of a system. It can readily be
configured for event-triggered testing, in which case, the
BIST control can be tied to the system reset so that testing
occurs during system start-up or shut down. BIST can also be
designed for periodic testing with low fault latency. This
requires integrating a testing process into the CUT that
promises the recognition of all target faults within a fixed
time. On-line BIST is implemented with dual objectives of

Figure 12. RTL Schematic of 32 bit reversible ALU

Figure 13. Simulation output of 32 bit ALU

BIST simulation results:
In the simulation results of Simple BIST, Figure.14 shows the RTL schematic of Simple BIST and Figure.15 shows the simulated
output of Simple BIST. In this design the area occupied by the Simple BIST circuit on Spartan 3E is 7%
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Figure 14. RTL schematic of BIST Test

Figure 15. Simulation results of BIST test
This simple BIST architecture provides
Minimum period: 1.932ns
(Maximum frequency:520.034MHz)
Minimum input arrival time before clock: 34.991ns
Maximum output required time after clock: 13.920ns
Maximum combinational path delay: 41.054ns

AD-HOC Testing simulation results:
In the simulation results of Ad-hoc Test, Figure.16 shows the RTL schematic of Ad-hoc test and Figure.17 shows the simulated
output of Ad-hoc Test. In this design The area occupied by the Ad-hoc circuit on Spartan 3E FPGA is 5%.
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Figure 16. RTL schematic of Ad-hoc Test

Figure 17. Simulation results of Ad-hoc Test

This simple Ad-hoc architecture provides
Minimum period: 1.932ns
(Maximum frequency:520.034MHz)
Minimum input arrival time before clock: 3.220ns
Maximum output required time after clock: 12.901ns

CONCLUSION

Maximum combinational path delay: 40.774ns

Testing of internal nodes in a complex circuitry is becoming
a more significant problem, and thus it is essential that a
designer must consider how the IC will be tested, and new
structures will be incorporated in the design. Ad hoc and
BIST techniques give the best way to check any
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low power built-in self-test,” in Proc. Eur.Test Symp.,
May 2012, pp. 1–6.

combinational circuits. Such testing provides a valid
circuitry. This design is implemented with Verilog HDL and
simulated using ISIM simulator and implemented on
Spartan3E (XC3S500E-FG320-5) FPGA. This proposed
designed architecture provides path delay of 41.054ns for
Simple BIST and 40.774ns for Ad-hoc technique. Ad-hoc
technique occupies 2% less area when compared to Simple
BIST. Ad-hoc test will reduce test time compared to BIST.
Furthermore, testing methods are to be developed in
Reversible logic.
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